Military advisors, a vital part of the geographic combatant commander’s overall theater plan, produce impacts at all three levels of warfare. Their challenging duties are influenced by many factors, both within and outside of the individual’s span of control. Thus, it is imperative that advisor personnel be provided all the tools necessary to succeed, which is accomplished primarily via pre-deployment training. Unfortunately, the current separate approaches the Services take to deliver this training are insufficient. This paper examines past and current advisor training methodologies of each Service, identifying key shortfalls in three main areas: language training, cultural familiarization, and an understanding of how to influence. Finally, the paper draws conclusions about the future course of training and recommends the creation of a joint military advisor training course that primarily focuses on the three critical “mental skills” necessary for advisor success.
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ABSTRACT

The military advisor, a vital part of the geographic combatant commander’s overall theater plan, has impacts at all three levels of warfare. Their challenging duties are influenced by many factors, both within and outside of the individual’s span of control. Thus, it is imperative that advisor personnel be provided all the tools necessary to succeed, which is accomplished primarily via pre-deployment training. Unfortunately, the current separate approaches the Services take to deliver this training are insufficient. This paper examines past and current advisor training methodologies of each Service, identifying key shortfalls in three main areas: language training, cultural familiarization, and an understanding of how to influence. Finally, the paper draws conclusions about the future course of training and recommends the creation of a joint military advisor training course that primarily focuses on the three “mental skills” necessary for advisor success.
INTRODUCTION

One of the often overlooked, yet perhaps more potent of weapons in the U.S. military arsenal is the military advisor. Their role is complex and conducted in a dynamic climate with impacts spanning tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war. They are critical enablers for geographic commanders to successfully conduct their missions in accordance with national policy. As such, it is imperative that those individuals selected for advisor duty are properly trained. T.E. Lawrence, in his “Twenty-Seven Articles”, emphasized “success (of the advisor) will be proportioned to the amount of mental effort you devote to it.”

While each of the Services currently operate separate pre-deployment advisor training programs, most efforts focus on the necessary physical aspects like combat employment and force protection measures, at the expense of developing critical “mental” skills. Specifically, current training methods lack a systematic way of providing new advisors with key abilities to compel their counterpart to action. This requires language immersion, cultural awareness, and an understanding of the art of influence in human interactions. Despite each Service’s effort, a notable training shortfall still exists that can best be solved via a combined approach.

The thesis of this paper is that the creation of a joint military advisor training course is essential in order to arm future advisors with critical tools necessary to positively influence their environments, and to improve the combatant commander’s ability to shape their geographic areas. While this is clearly relevant and important to all geographic combatant commands, this paper will mainly focus on CENTCOM and the ongoing Operations ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) and IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) advising efforts. To further narrow the paper’s scope, much of the discussion will center on how the Air Force has
attacked this issue. However, Marine Corps and Army advisor training efforts will also be addressed to identify any solutions that can apply to a joint training venture. Since the Navy utilizes advisors on a smaller scale, they will not be discussed in the context of this paper.

DISCUSSION

The most recent Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) clearly outlines the importance for combatant commanders to focus on security assistance (SA) programs. The QDR states that shifting our military effort to enable foreign partners via expanding their capacities, building key relationships, and establishing trust will prove especially valuable in the fight against terrorism. The 2006 National Security Strategy identifies these SA programs as an effective means of preventing problems from escalating into full blown crises. This has particular relevance to the efforts to fight insurgency worldwide. In a report by the RAND Corporation, the United States currently has SA relationships with nearly 80% of nations known to contain some level of insurgent activities. The burden of these programs falls directly on the combatant commands’ shoulders, as specified in unclassified portions of the Guidance for Employment of the Force (GEF). This document charges combatant commanders with developing security cooperation activities and supporting plans which address advising nations to build capabilities. Commanders rely on advisors to achieve successful results.

Thus, the role of the advisor holds significant importance to combatant commands like CENTCOM, and is also held as such by the Services. For example, Army Field Manual (FM) 3-24 for Counterinsurgency describes advisors as “the most prominent group” of
personnel that serve with and maintain vital relationships with host nation forces.\textsuperscript{6} This claim also has doctrinal relevance in the Air Force. The service’s Foreign Internal Defense (FID) document emphasizes the advisor is not only vital to U.S. interests, but is the joint force commander’s most immediate point of contact with foreign counterparts. Moreover, it states the support advisors provide often has strategic relevance far beyond what direct tactical actions may bring.\textsuperscript{7} With their importance clear, it is useful to describe their dynamic environment in which they advise.

To illustrate, this environment can be thought of as a microcosm of the overall battlespace. Using current OIF advisors as an example, their “battlespace” is influenced by all three operational factors of space, time, and force.\textsuperscript{8} Dr. Milan Vego, distinguished Naval War College professor, defines factor “space” as involving both physical space and “human-space”, including religious, cultural, and social influences.\textsuperscript{9} OIF advisors must contend with a complex “space” in conducting their duties. It often includes a dangerous combat working environment, a vastly different culture, language barriers, unfamiliar physical territory and unknown human relationships. Every aspect of “space” largely impacts an advisor’s job.

Additionally, Vego states that the factor of “time” is valuable, as it is the only factor you cannot get back. More importantly, the lack of it can force the operational commander to act in haste.\textsuperscript{10} For the OIF advisor, this is often a critical predicament. On the one hand, they are loyal to their chain of command (and eventually up to the CENTCOM Commander) which specifies timelines and milestones to achieve in accordance with the overall campaign plan. At the same time, they must contend with the priorities and pace of effort of the Iraqi counterparts that they advise. Often these two timelines are not in synch, complicating the advisor’s job and making the relationship with their counterpart at times precarious.
As for the factor of “force”, Vego explains that the “available combat potential” of the military force to accomplish the mission includes elements such as leadership, manning, morale, equipment, tactics, doctrine, and training. With any advisory situation, the skills, experience, personality, qualifications, and training—especially pre-deployment training—constitutes the force that the OIF advisor brings to the “fight.” Finally, Vego emphasizes the need to properly evaluate space-time-force factors and to balance them in order to accomplish a specific military, theater-strategic, or intermediate operational objective.

This requirement to balance space-time-force factors identifies the critical need for the OIF advisor. The best means of overcoming factors “space” and “time” is to counter with a sufficient factor “force.” More specifically, the quality of pre-deployment training an advisor receives is absolutely essential to overcome these limitations, and can make or break their ability to succeed in their duties. Pre-deployment training becomes arguably the most important of the force aspects to consider due to the time-critical nature of the training; in other words, it is the one variable that can be used to enhance the new advisor’s abilities as they are preparing to deploy. So, who is responsible to prepare military advisors for the specific environment they will face and tasks that will be required of them? Joint Publication 3-07.1 states combatant commanders are charged with the direction of all joint training of assigned forces, and for coordinating with the services regarding specific training requirements. The services, in turn, are responsible for providing trained forces to the combatant commands. In the case of advisors, the traditional home for training rests within each Service’s special operations communities.

According to RAND, the 6th Special Operations Squadron (6 SOS) has been tasked since 1994 with Air Force advisor training and the advising of foreign forces for U.S.
combatant commanders.\textsuperscript{14} In the past, this arrangement was sufficient to meet demand for advisors. However, that changed particularly with the advent of OEF and OIF, as the overwhelming need for advisor training capacity was more than special operations forces (SOF) in each Service could handle. FM 3-24 highlights the shift of responsibility for this training and execution role from SOF. It now labels it a core competency of regular and reserve units by explaining while SOF may be ideal for the job, “their limited numbers restrict their ability to carry out large-scale missions to develop host nation security forces.”\textsuperscript{15} Thus, a new method for training and generating advisor capacity was quickly needed in order to meet expanding requirements, which resulted in an ad-hoc approach between CENTCOM and the Services.

As this requirement increased, the Air Force’s OIF approach was a collaborative training effort led by the Coalition Air Force Transition Team (CAFTT), the organization tasked with advising the Iraqi Air Force. This effort included USCENTAF, Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC), the Air Force’s Special Operations School (USAFSOS), 6 SOS, and the Defense Language Institute (DLI).\textsuperscript{16} Lt Col Michael Bauer, a former Military Transition Team (MiTT) commander within CAFTT, described the first iteration as a five week course modeled after the Army’s MiTT training conducted at Fort Riley, Kansas. This course consisted of combat skills training including convoy procedures, weapons familiarization, and force protection, along with a brief focus on Iraqi culture and Arabic language. It also gave overviews of the CAFTT mission, combat aviation advisory operations, and lessons learned.\textsuperscript{17} As described by then-Brigadier General Robert Allardice, CAFTT Commanding General, later groups of new advisors received different versions of pre-deployment training. Some only attended Joint Special Operations University’s Middle
East Orientation Course (MEOC), while others were sent to Camp Bullis, Texas to attend a combat convoy operations course modified to include some culture and language training.\textsuperscript{18}

Recently, the Air Force has continued to evolve this training for future CENTCOM advisors. In a March 2008 media release from the Air Force Expeditionary Center at Fort Dix, New Jersey, they announced the completion of the first newly-revised Air Advisor Course class. In addition to a combat skills phase, it includes a cultural awareness phase with language instruction tailored to either OEF or OIF needs.\textsuperscript{19} In recent testimony to the House Armed Services Committee, Mr. Joseph McDade, Air Force Director of Force Development, stated this curriculum provides approximately seven days worth of classroom culture and language training. It also offers a day of cross-cultural negotiations training, a critical skill that is a “unique and overlooked capability.”\textsuperscript{20} Also, Air Education and Training Command (AETC) submitted a solicitation for interest and capability statements to consider contractor-led training. In the performance work statement, the training would consist of 21 days of combat skills, cultural awareness, language, counterinsurgency training, and other subjects.\textsuperscript{21}

The Army, for its part, has expanded their pre-deployment advisor training by tasking the First Infantry Division at Fort Riley, Kansas to conduct this training. A review of their notional training calendar and lesson descriptions shows that in addition to reinforcing vital combat skills required for the deployment, the training focuses on language, culture, advisor duties, and role-playing scenarios.\textsuperscript{22} The Marines have also significantly modified their previous training plan to train advisors. Andrew Milburn and Mark Lombard, Marine officers with Iraqi Army advisory experience, explain that this training evolved from three days of briefing-centric training to a 21-day course that included language and cultural skills
along with critical combat training. Per the base’s website, this task was recently turned over to the Advisor Training Group at Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base, California.

So, at face value, it appears each of the Services is providing their advisors with a training focus sufficient to bolster their individual factor “force.” Thus, they should be able to adequately deal with operational factors of space and time to accomplish their deployed missions to OIF and OEF. Unfortunately, a closer look illustrates that, despite strong efforts from each Service, there are still significant shortcomings in pre-deployment advisor training that warrant combatant commander attention. A joint advisor training effort is the solution.

ANALYSIS

Retired Air Force Major General Edward Lansdale said of his experiences advising in both the Philippines and Vietnam that in order to succeed in the role, advisors “should spend every moment possible in gaining understanding of its people and then act within earned friendship.” In essence, he marked the value of study for building trust, a critical enabler for an advisor’s success. Norman Brozenick, a former 6 SOS Commander, adds that forging trust to advise forces is nearly impossible without a respect for foreign culture and politics, and solid communication skills. Merged with what the Air Force’s FID doctrine calls the advisor’s “tradecraft”—abilities gained through experience, self-study, and training—these are the qualifications, skills, and personality relating to the operational factor “force” that fills the advisor’s toolkit. Pre-deployment training can clearly deliver an immediate impact.

Unfortunately, the analysis to follow shows there are serious disconnects in the Services’ separate efforts that can likely be solved via a joint approach to advisor training.
Certainly for most personnel performing advisory duty in the OIF or OEF combat zones, a focus on necessary “physical” skills such as combat lifesaving, weapons proficiency, and force protection is essential. But what appears to be consistently lacking centers on some of the key “mental” tools that enable advisors to overcome space and time considerations. Simply put, there is not enough emphasis on a comprehensive understanding of language and culture, as well as on the critical importance of the ability to influence in the success of advisory duty.

A closer look at the Army’s advisor training schedule at Fort Riley gives an example. During the entire 60-day pre-deployment training, 42 hours are dedicated to either Arabic (for OIF) or Dari (for OEF) language training. 24 hours are spent in culture immersion lessons, intended to establish a “baseline understanding” through historical, cultural, and religious briefs. This averages out to only one hour a day for critical language training and cultural issues. The course also includes a few lessons on the role of the advisor, gaining influence, counterinsurgency, and “leader meets” where advisor students attend, but not necessarily participate in, role-playing sessions. The rest focuses on required combat skills.

The same can be said of the Marines’ advisor training course schedule. Of the 19 training days available, one day is identified as dedicated to language and culture training, while 12 days are allocated for “Advisor 201/202” refresher and immersion training. In addition to the amount of language and culture focus being insufficient, even the utility of the advisor training is suspect. Brett Friedman, a Marine officer serving as an advisor in Iraq in 2008, characterizes this “201” and “202” training as two briefing slide presentations full of important information but with minimal time allocated. Of the language training, he asserts it consists primarily of review sessions with instructor demonstration of canned phrases.
Unfortunately, the Air Force effort has met with similar results. Prior to the recent stand-up of the new Air Advisor Course, advisors attended either MEOC or the modified version of the two week combat convoy operations course at Camp Bullis. The MEOC course, as specified by the Joint Special Operations University, emphasizes cross-cultural communication and Middle Eastern history, politics and religion, but is taught lecture style and only lasts five training days. During the Camp Bullis course, most time was spent on combat training, with brief sessions on cultural indoctrination and a one-hour cultural event. Also, only 30-45 minutes daily was allocated to language study, consisting of review of basic Arabic phrases. The feedback from those who attended these courses and deployed for OIF air advisor duty was consistent. While acknowledging the value of combat lessons, the vast majority advocated reducing the time spent on these lessons and increasing the emphasis on language, culture, history, politics, and advisor tactics, techniques and procedures.

As for future Air Force training, AETC’s solicitation for a contracted solution states the proposed curriculum would consist of 30 hours of language training, 16 hours of culture, cross-cultural, and negotiation training, and 13 hours of mission operations training including advisor roles and responsibilities. Notably, this proposal includes a focus on Sub-Saharan Africa and Indonesia with no anticipated requirement until the 2010 fiscal year. While it is a positive indicator of an expanded advisor training vision beyond current CENTCOM needs, the time allotted for language and cultural focus by the Air Force, and all Services, is still lacking. Thus, it is important to further analyze the value of each of the key advisor tools.

Dr. Gerald Hickey, in his extensive RAND research on Vietnam advisors, believed communication was essential, emphasizing basic language knowledge can help an advisor measure confidence levels, comprehension ability, and truthfulness of his advisee.
training Vietnam advisors seemed to agree, since in his Combat Studies Institute writings, Robert Ramsey stated 50 percent of Army and Marine advisor training was dedicated to language immersion.\textsuperscript{37} According to Sam Sarkesian, Political Science Professor at Loyola University, this was no small feat considering the total U.S. advisor count in Vietnam soared from 800 to over 23,000 by the mid-1960’s!\textsuperscript{38} Clearly they realized the benefits of language training go beyond an ability to communicate. Milburn and Lombard add the advisor can gain significant credibility and status in the counterpart’s eyes with even a working usage of the host language.\textsuperscript{39} At the DoD strategic level, McDade concurs by stressing this training is “a ‘must pay’ to ensure that we have the capability to provide Joint Force Commanders with culturally-skilled, language-capable Airmen they need to accomplish their missions.”\textsuperscript{40}

Understanding the cultural environment—the second of the critical mental skills—is closely related to language capabilities. Then-Lieutenant General David Petraeus stated “cultural awareness is a force multiplier … and that people are, in many respects, the decisive terrain … we must study that terrain in the same way that we have always studied the geographic terrain.”\textsuperscript{41} This should be a call to action for combatant commanders as they are charged with directing advisor training. Simply put, a basic indoctrination in culture is not enough. Edward Stewart, a PhD who studied Vietnam advisor issues, said many advisor problems stemmed from a lack of familiarity with cultural patterns, leading to friction.\textsuperscript{42}

In her Naval Postgraduate School thesis on culture’s importance as it pertains to pre-deployment training, Jennifer Chandler suggests that current training fails to attain the proper higher levels of learning. Rather, this familiarization lacks the cross-cultural communication piece, which she defines as providing awareness of our own biases while understanding both similarities and differences between given cultures.\textsuperscript{43} Perhaps this might be changing across
the Services, however. For example, Dan Henk, Deputy Director of the Air University Culture and Language Center at Maxwell AFB, Alabama, describes one dimension of cross-cultural competence as “deep cultural expertise.” Careful study of ideas like subordinate-leader relationships, he asserts, can help the military member—in this case, advisor—build relationships and the ability to influence the counterpart.44 Perhaps now-Major General Allardice summed it up best saying differences in cultures must be accounted for by advisors when trying to influence, for not doing so will result in frustration and a waste of resources.45

This drives the discussion to the third, and often least considered yet important mental tool for the advisor, the ability to influence to effect results. On the one hand, this ability constitutes a valuable mix of the individual’s personality and experience. According to a study of military advisors in Korea led by the Human Resources Research Organization, the ability of an advisor to influence a counterpart depended largely on the perceptions of how sincere, competent, and trustworthy the advisor was.46 In most cultures like in OIF and OEF, the issue of trust can be either the primary key to success or, if lacking, the doorway to doom. Advisors must build trust by demonstrating to their advisees they have the experience to be relevant. As important, advisors must draw on personality traits to, as Milburn and Lombard describe, display a good mix of persistence, forcefulness, and patience to maintain trust.47

The ability to influence also boils down to the advisor’s ability to negotiate, or “sell” ideas in a convincing manner to elicit a positive response. Kent Strader, an Army officer with Saudi National Guard advising experience, argues the ability to negotiate, especially in the Arab culture, is inseparable from advising.48 For the most part, this skill is relatively foreign to most military members and thus must be developed. Highlighting the value of one approach in building interacting skills in advisors, a study was undertaken in 1966 by the Air
Force’s Aerospace Medical Research Labs. Subjects were divided in two groups; one group learned skills via reading training manuals with a few role-playing sessions, while the other included a study of their videotaped sessions. Students who were hands-on via this self-confrontation process learned faster and were found superior in retaining the critical skills.49 This interacting learning method is effectively applied to “sales” training today by the Air Force Recruiting Service in their recruiter course. Students are given seven separate “lab” events where they are put into a specialized recruiting “office” with prospective “recruits.” Not only are they critiqued by the role-playing instructors, but they are also able to self-study their sales improvement as the course progresses.50 This example of experience-based training, if expanded, could build the advisor’s influence ability with lasting mission impact.

In summary, three key tools—language familiarity, an understanding of culture, and the ability to influence—are vital to be an effective advisor. Yet, each Service’s training is sub-optimal with regard to all three. While a joint approach seems sensible, there are counter-arguments to this idea. John Nagl, advocate of a permanent Army advisor corps, believes advisor training can effectively be embedded within the corps.51 A RAND study suggested the Air Force expand the 6 SOS into a wing that would handle all air advisor training needs.52 Others like Bauer claim pre-deployment language training is too late to carry any meaningful impact.53 He also implies an emphasis on more training would extend the advisor training pipeline and subsequently lengthen an already-long deployment.54 Cost would certainly be another sticking point in any joint training effort; for example, Bauer cites a previous idea for revising Air Force pre-deployment advisor training carried with it a two-year, 15 million dollar price tag.55 Finally, the argument could also be made that rather than creating a new course, each Service should expand their programs as needed to provide better
training in key areas. While each of these potential points of contention or alternate ideas have merit, they don’t necessarily override the benefits to be gained from the pursuit of a joint alternative.

CONCLUSIONS

Each Service’s current advisor pre-deployment training is improving, but possesses a heavy emphasis on physical combat skills at the expense of the mental skills the advisor role depends upon. This leaves a capability shortfall inherent in most advisors as they perform their duties. The solution to filling this gap lies in developing a joint military advisor training course that offers a comprehensive focus on the fundamentals—language, cultural, and influence skills—required of the advisor. It would serve as the basic, in-depth training for all advisors-to-be. Upon completing this course, they would then attend service-specific training focusing on combat skills and mission tasks tailored to the deployed environment. Despite concerns over this idea, there are clear reasons why a joint advisor training course would be an essential benefit for advisors and, as a result, for their geographic commanders.

First and foremost, there is no denying the impact the advisor can have across all three levels of warfare. Even a tactical or operational level advisor, as FM 3-24 declares, can have long-term strategic implications.\textsuperscript{56} The GEF charges combatant commanders with developing plans that provide for advising partner nations, yet the predominant focus of the overall current advisor training effort, with few exceptions, focuses on CENTCOM. This begs the question, what are we doing to build a permanent training capacity that is able to meet the needs of all geographic commands? A steady-state joint advisor course which
focuses on world-wide projected requirements can ensure fully trained and capable advisors are ready to make positive impacts for each combatant command at all levels of war.

In this day and age, it is clear the U.S. military will continue to gravitate more and more towards joint endeavors across the entire spectrum of operations. From permanent basing to support agencies to task forces, the joint approach is the way our military operates, now and in the future. The QDR shows that “jointness” applies to training, by specifying advances in joint training are “urgently needed” to prepare for future operations.57 There are also doctrinal roots; for example, the Air Force’s FID doctrine states advisory efforts should be integrated at joint levels.58 Thus, higher level guidance supports a joint training solution.

This concept is not only important to senior leaders, but it also holds value to advisors poised to take on this difficult mission. It is imperative that advisors understand roles and missions of sister Services to be effective and knowledgeable with a foreign armed force. For an OIF example, an Air Force advisor must understand the Army’s counterinsurgency capabilities and how they apply when building a credible supporting Iraqi Air Force. A joint pre-deployment training course would be an effective way for future advisors from all services to study with, and learn from, each other to gain this critical knowledge. Combatant commanders certainly ensure their regular forces are trained to fight together in the joint arena, so why would they not do the same with regard to their joint advisor team?

Unity of effort would be another great benefit of a joint course. Each Service has aspects of their training that, if expanded upon, would no doubt benefit all advisors. Whether it is specific curriculum, tactics, techniques, and procedures, or service-specific institutions or resources, synthesizing all the best resources into one combined course would have a powerful potential to greatly expand the value of advisor training. Also, each Service has
professional expertise and lessons learned that, if tapped in a unified effort, can bring a wealth of benefits to all U.S. advisors deploying to a given region. Bringing together all language, culture, and influence training in a single effort would arm advisors with sufficient factor “force” to overcome all time and space challenges presented during their tours of duty.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are voices who have called for important key improvements to advisor training. People like Bauer, Clark, Chandler, Brozenick, Fox, and others have advocated individual pieces of the discussion for increased language, culture, and influence training, with a mix in favor of either continued Service or joint efforts. However, to date there has not been a call for a comprehensive joint effort that focuses intently and solely on all three enabler skills while leaving the physical skill training to the Services. That is the purpose of this thesis.

This joint military advisor training course should be led by U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM) to take advantage of their experience in FID and SA areas. They, in turn, would coordinate with training and education commands from each Service to build this course. While it could potentially be housed at one of the current Service training locations, this course should remain a separate entity from the current advisor training courses. The length of the training course should first be based on the specific learning objectives identified by the Services in working with SOCOM curriculum planners. Then, a team of academic experts should conduct a systematic evaluation of objectives and desired levels of learning to come up with the required course duration. This way, instead of building to fit
inside a given block of days, the course will be constructed to reinforce the key mental skills the advisor needs.

Careful consideration should be given to cadre selection. The faculty should consist of a mix of both military and civilians with valued experience or expertise in one or more of the fundamental skills. Qualifications should include regional expertise, experience working with foreign cultures and languages, and extensive interaction with foreigners, especially in advisory roles. The highest qualified individuals should be sought from DoD, government agencies like the State Department, university educators, and from foreign nationals with relevant expertise in a given region. These people could be hired as permanent faculty or perhaps brought in on a routine or temporary basis to teach parts of the curriculum. Thought should also be given to contracting options as this can provide valued stability and continuity to the training. Instructors should either be required to have spent recent time in the region or to periodically travel to that region in order to ensure currency and relevancy of experience.

This should be a permanent course, with size of class enabling students plenty of direct-experience training, while being of sufficient size and frequency to meet combatant commander needs. It would focus on the primary fundamentals that pertain to the role of the advisor in any given environment. In other words, the course would not provide important pre-deployment combat skills training such as force protection, weapons qualifications, or combat lifesaving training. This training should be handled by each individual Service in follow-on training that is tailored to the specific needs of each given mission environment.

The joint advisor training course would contain a heavy dose of culture and language immersion each training day. Led by military and civilian regional experts with the help of resources from entities like the Army’s Defense Language Institute, these lessons should
provide a comprehensive study of political, religious, social, cultural, and historical issues pertinent to the advisor’s deployed area. Multiple hands-on cultural exercises will boost student learning and help quickly break down any stereotypes or aversions individuals may have before they experience them first hand in theater. A sizeable portion of time each day must be devoted to language training. The training should use classroom group study and technology for self-study and immersion. Methods must maximize student practice of conversational language use to gain practical experience, rather than just focus on rote memorization of key words.

Developing influencing ability should rely heavily on study of interpersonal skills and how they apply between differing cultures to build confidence in negotiation tactics. This training ties into culture immersion lessons, but should also include study of the military dynamics in the deployed region. The student should be familiarized with the structure and capabilities of the host nation’s armed forces to be aware of the future counterpart’s working environment. In particular, this training should include a number of role-playing scenarios. Some can be informal instructor-led exercises, but most need to allow direct student involvement. These scenarios would emphasize individual or very small group dynamics, with realistic settings and use of multimedia equipment. This would enable students to join faculty in directly reviewing and critiquing their performance to expedite their learning curve. Finally, lessons learned from previous advisory experience, both in general and tailored to the region to be deployed, should be incorporated to the maximum extent possible.

In summary, the advisor training challenge is not easy. Major General Allardice forewarns that new advisors need to be “ready to sprint a marathon”[^60]. To effectively and properly fill our military advisors’ toolkits with skills necessary to succeed in a complex
operational space-time-force environment, it will take a paradigm shift in the way each Service currently does its training. It will incur some financial cost in tough economic times for our military, and will require valued additional time away from home station for those selected for this duty. Despite the difficulty, it is time to revise our training approach.

The role of an advisor is a difficult yet important one. David Kilcullen, a leading counterinsurgency (COIN) expert, says to win the COIN fight the host nation people “must respect you, accept that your actions benefit them, and trust your integrity and ability to deliver on promises.” The exact same can be said of the advisor’s challenge as well. To succeed in this task is a daunting one, considering complex factor “space” considerations of unfamiliar cultures and often dangerous working conditions. Combine this with difficult time factors and it is clearly imperative that we arm these human “weapon systems” with the best training available. When this training is combined with each individual’s experience, personality, and abilities, the combatant commanders can rest assured that their advisors will have the “force” needed to provide the maximum positive influence at all levels of warfare.
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